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Body:

Senorita Laura:This may end up as a Deed of Gift, so here's a copy of what 

happened...Dave_________________________________________________________________________To: 

Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc: Douglas Horne/ARRB, Joan Zimmerman/ARRB From: Dave Montague/ARRB Date: 

02/03/97 01:49:28 PMSubject: Confirmation re: James K. Fox's relatives & possible records...CALL REPORT 

Issue # 79Document's Author: Dave Montague/ARRB Date Created: 02.03.1997Who initiated the call? Review 

Board's representative in the call: Dave MontagueFox Project; related to Medical: JFK Autopsy Project Subject: 

Confirmation re: James K. Fox's relatives & possible records...Description of the Call _________ After several 

attempts, I spoke w/ a Eugene Kyle (prefers "EK") Fox today who confirmed he's the son of the late James K. 

Fox & that his father was a member of the US Secret Service (USSS). EK was very cordial & immediately after 

explaining the nature of the Review Board, made the following statements:-he is familiar w/the Review Board 

from various media stories & understands our purpose-his father (James) died on 06.17.1986 of abdominal 

problems & his mother (Geraldine) died on 05.02.1987 in Bradenton Beach, Florida-he was contacted several 

years ago by a person (doesn't remember the name) purportedly an investigative reporter w/ a Miami 

newspaper alleging: 1)James visited him & showed him some photos re: the assassination, 2) 1of the photos 

was of the back seat of the limo & some flowers on it, 3) 1 photo of deceased JFK...the reporter wanted to 

know if EK was aware that some assassination related photos were "outside of the Government's control"...EK 

said he didn't know about this & doubted James (who was "closed-mouth") would approach a reporter w/such 

material...-he recalls James telling his Geraldine over the years that he was a part of the "autopsy team" &that 

he (JFK) was "...in really bad shape..."-he referred to James as "a historian of sorts" & wouldn't be surprised if 

James did hold onto some type of written &/or photo material...EK has never heard of such material for sure, 

but "...I figure my dad shared or gave my mother something like that if it exists..."-he believes there is a strong 

chance of photos may actually exist w/in Geraldine's old apartment in Florida...it's currently being rented & EK 

manages the property-he & his brother plan to visit the property in April to finish reviewing materials left by 

their parents & (again said) wouldn't be surprised if his father had something related to our efforts-he wanted 

me to know James took his association w/the assassination seriously from a historical perspective & would 

probably not have shared info or photos w/ anyone outside the family or close circle of friends-he recalled his 

father relating a story to the family re: a "James Rowley" who was possibly in charge of the security detail 

telling JFK that he should definitely "go w/the bubble top limo instead of the open one", & that allegedly 

"...Rowley even raised his voice at the President about it..." EK is an engineering consultant in the Northern 
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